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ABSTRACT 
Though it has been asserted that “good design is honest,” 
[42] deception exists throughout human-computer interac-
tion research and practice. Because of the stigma associated 
with deception—in many cases rightfully so—the research 
community has focused its energy on eradicating malicious 
deception, and ignored instances in which deception is posi-
tively employed. In this paper we present the notion of be-
nevolent deception, deception aimed at benefitting the user 
as well as the developer. We frame our discussion using a 
criminology-inspired model and ground components in 
various examples. We assert that this provides us with a set 
of tools and principles that not only helps us with system 
and interface design, but that opens new research areas. 
After all, as Cockton claims in his 2004 paper “Value-
Centered HCI” [13], “Traditional disciplines have delivered 
truth. The goal of HCI is to deliver value.” 

Author Keywords 
Benevolent deception; criminology; design principles. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous.  

INTRODUCTION 
Users generally trust computer interfaces to accurately re-
flect system state. Reflecting that state dishonestly—
through deception—is viewed negatively by users, rejected 
by designers, and largely ignored in HCI research. Many 
believe outright deception should not exist in good design. 
For example, many design guidelines assert: “Do not lie to 
your users” (e.g., [40, 45]) Misleading interfaces are usually 
attributed to bugs or poor design. However, in reality, de-
ceit often occurs both in practice and in research. We con-
tend that deception often helps rather than harms the user, a 
form we term benevolent deception. However, the over-
loading of “deception” as entirely negative coupled with the 
lack of research on the topic, makes the application of de-
ception as a design pattern problematic and ad hoc. 

Benevolent deception is ubiquitous in real-world system 
designs, although it is rarely described in such terms. One 
example of benevolent deception can be seen in a robotic 
physical therapy system to help people regain movement 
following a stroke [8]. Here, the robot therapist provides 
stroke patients with visual feedback on the amount of force 
they exert. Patients often have self-imposed limits, believ-
ing, for example, that they can only exert a certain amount 
of force. The system helps patients overcome their percep-
tive limits by underreporting the amount of force the patient 
actually exerts and encouraging additional force.  

The line between malevolent and benevolent deception is 
fuzzy when the beneficiary of the deception is ambiguous. 
For example, take the case of deception in phone systems to 
mask disruptive failure modes: The connection of two indi-
viduals over a phone line is managed by an enormous spe-
cialized piece of hardware known as an Electronic Switch-
ing System (ESS). The first such system, the 1ESS, was 
designed to provide reliable phone communication, but 
given the restrictions of early 1960s hardware, it sometimes 
had unavoidable, though rare, failures. Although the 1ESS 
knew when it failed, it was designed to connect the caller to 
the wrong person rather than react to the error in a more 
disruptive way (e.g., disconnect, provide some message, 
etc.). The caller, thinking that she had simply misdialed, 
would hang up and try again: disruption decreased, and the 
illusion of an infallible phone system preserved [41].  

A further example of benevolent deception are the “placebo 
buttons” that allow users to feel as though they have control 
over their environment when they actually do not. Cross-
walk buttons, elevator buttons, and thermostats [33, 47] 
often provide no functionality beyond making their users 
feel as though they can affect their environment. Some of 
these buttons go far to provide the illusion of control; non-
working thermostat buttons, for example, are sometimes 
designed to hiss when pressed [2]. In addition to providing 
the feeling of control, placebo buttons can signal the exist-
ence of a feature to the user. Non-working crosswalk but-
tons, for example, clearly convey to a pedestrian that a 
crosswalk exists. 

As is the case with the 1ESS and placebo buttons, deception 
sometimes benefits the system designer, service provider, 
or business owner. However, this does not invalidate the 
fact that it might also help meet user needs. We believe that 
by not acknowledging that there is deception, and, more 
critically, that a line between beneficial and harmful decep-
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tions might exist, research in the area is difficult to pur-
sue—to the detriment of academics and practitioners alike. 

Whether intentional or not, implicit or explicit, acknowl-
edged or not, benevolent deceit exists in HCI. Nonetheless, 
little is known about the motivation, mechanisms, detecta-
bility, effectiveness, successes, failures, and ethics of this 
type of deception. Researchers have tiptoed around this 
taboo topic, concentrating instead on malevolent deception 
(e.g., malware or malicious software [14,17]) and unobjec-
tionable forms of deception described using entertainment 
metaphors (e.g., magic or theater [32,54]). This limited 
view of deception does not capture its variety or ubiquity. 

As we will see, one of the underlying reason for the ubiqui-
ty of deception is that it can fill the many of the gaps and 
tensions that emerge with different design concerns (e.g., 
the good of the individual versus the good of the group), 
design goals (e.g., conflicting principles), or systems states 
(e.g., desired system performance versus actual system per-
formance). In any situation where a poor fit exists between 
desire (e.g., the mental model or user expectations) and 
reality (e.g., the system itself) there is an opportunity to 
employ deception. This gap—which is extremely com-
mon—both motivates and enables the deception. 

Our goal in this paper is to provide an overview of the 
space—a working definition for deception—and to provide 
a framework for future research. We begin by defining de-
ceit in HCI. We look at related metaphors, expanding them 
to include instances in which the user does not willingly 
participate in the deception. We then present a model of 
deceit framed around the motive, means, and opportunity of 
benevolent deception. We integrate possible research direc-
tions throughout and conclude with a discussion of a possi-
ble model for the application of deception. 

DEFINING DECEIT 
Deceit is generally regarded as manipulation of the truth 
either by hiding truthful information or showing false in-
formation. Deception is an act of deceit with implied intent 
(e.g., telling the user the web page is 70% loaded when we 
know that this is not the case). On the other hand, decep-
tive(ness) does not require intent (e.g., telling the user that 
the web page is absolutely 70% loaded based on some esti-
mate with high error margins). Though this distinction is 
important as it speaks to motive, deceit exists with or with-
out intent. In fact, when deciding whether an advertisement 
is illegal (false), the FCC only considers the deceptiveness 
of the message irrespective of intent. That said, proving 
motive/intent in a design is also a very convincing argu-
ment for conviction. There is a notable difference between 
unintentional bugs, errors, or bad metaphors and ones that 
have been carefully designed for specific purposes.  

It is further useful to distinguish between deceit that affects 
behavior directly or indirectly (by modifying the user’s 
mental model). A test of this impact is whether a user 
would behave differently if they knew the truth. Though the 

line is fuzzy, this distinction allows us to separate abstrac-
tion from deception. Applying this thought experiment to 
deception interfaces, one might see that the 1ESS user who 
was connected to the wrong number might begin to blame 
and mistrust the system, the rehabilitation user may recali-
brate what is on the screen and again be unwilling to push 
themselves, and so on. Though the line is fuzzy, this dis-
tinction allows us to separate abstraction (or simplification), 
in which user behavior is largely unchanged, from decep-
tion, in which it often is changed. 

Building on behavioral and legal definitions introduced in 
earlier work [44] that deal with deceptive advertising, we 
put forth a working definition of deceit as it applies to HCI 
work in the Figure 1. Points 5 & 6, on substantial effect, are 
perhaps the most controversial, and are purposefully left 
ambiguous. How behavior is affected and what “substan-
tial” means are left open, as there is likely no answer that 
works in every situation. A deceptive interface that causes 
physical harm in 1% of the user population may have a sub-
stantial effect, whereas an idempotent interface with a but-
ton that misleads significantly more users into clicking 
twice may not pass the substantial test. 

In addition to intent, there are many other ontologies of 
deceit. Bell and Whaley [4] identify two main types of de-
ception—hiding and showing—which roughly correspond 
to masking characteristics of the truth or generating false 
information (both in the service of occluding the truth). 
These forms of deception represent atomic, abstract notions 
of deceit that we refine in our discussion below. Related to 
the hiding/showing dichotomy is the split between silent (a 
deceptive omission) versus expressed deception. Lying, as a 
special class, is generally considered to be a verbal form of 
deception [5]. Because HCI need not involve a verbal ele-
ment, we expand the notion of the “lie” to include non-
verbal communication between humans and computers. 

DECEPTION IN HCI 
Some in the HCI community [7, 24] have studied human-
to-human deception in computer-mediated environments. 
For example, people may hide their presence in instant 
messaging clients to avoid unwanted interruptions, or auto-
respond to messages at pre-programmed times to appear 
online when they are not. Research in this area has targeted 
the extent to which such deception happens and has ex-

 

Deceit occurs when 

1. an explicit or implicit claim, omission of information, or 
system action,  

2. mediated by user perception, attention, comprehension, 
prior knowledge, beliefs, or other cognitive activity,  

3. creates a belief about a system or one of its attributes,  
4. which is demonstrably false or unsubstantiated as true,  
5. where it is likely that the belief will affect behavior,  
6. of a substantial percentage of users. 

Figure 1. A definition of deceit, based on [44]. 



  

plored features that enable this type of deception. While 
research into human-to-human deception has advanced our 
understanding of deception in general, it has largely fo-
cused on communication behavior that pre-exists, and per-
sists through, computer-mediated-communication. 

Most of the systematic research in the academic HCI com-
munity focuses on malevolent deception, or deception in-
tended to benefit the system owner at the expense of the 
user [14]. Such research frames deception negatively, and 
focuses on detection and eradication of malicious or evil 
interfaces (e.g., dark-patterns [17]). Such patterns include 
ethically dubious techniques of using purposefully confus-
ing language to encourage the addition of items to a shop-
ping cart or hiding unsubscribe functionality. Many forms 
of malevolent deception, such as phishing and other fraud, 
is in clear violation of criminal law.  

Deceptive practices that are considered harmful by legal 
organizations are, for generally good reasons, considered 
harmful by designers as well.  A possible exception to the 
negative frame for malevolent deception is in contexts 
where an obvious adversary exists or for military or securi-
ty purposes. For example, honeypot servers look like unpro-
tected servers, but are meant to trap “hackers” by deceiving 
file sharing applications into believing they are disconnect-
ed. In this space, user harm is often treated as acceptable. 

It can be difficult to draw the line between malevolent and 
benevolent deception. We frame the distinction from the 
end-user’s perspective: if the end-user would prefer an ex-
perience based on the deceptive interface over the experi-
ence based on the “honest” one, we consider the deception 
benevolent. Note that this includes situations in which both 
the system designer and the end-user benefit from the de-
ception, something economists sometimes term a Pareto 
white lie [19]. Arguably, all benevolent deceptions that im-
prove user experience benefit the interface creator as well; 
otherwise, we might use the term altruistic deception [19]. 

The limited HCI research that has been conducted on be-
nevolent deception has focused on the use of magic [54], 
cinema and theater [32] as instructional metaphors for HCI 
design. By using deception for the purpose of entertain-
ment, playfulness, and delight, it becomes acceptable. This 
work has connected these art forms, in which illusion, im-
mersion, and the drive to shape reality dominate, to situa-
tions in which there is willing suspension of disbelief on the 
part of the user, or at least willing pursuit of acceptable 
mental models. Similar lessons have been drawn from ar-
chitecture. For example, theme parks and casinos [20, 34, 
37] are designed specifically to utilize illusions that manip-
ulate users’ perception of reality, entertainment, and partic-
ipation in the experience. In this paper, we will describe a 
number of deceits in HCI systems that have parallel designs 
to magic, theater, and architecture. However, not all benev-
olent deceit can be framed in terms of creating delight for 
the user, as it is often used for other purposes as well, such 

as to mask uncomfortable failures or align the interests of 
parties with different needs. 

We propose a model of deception based on criminology, 
couching it in terms of motive (why it happens), means 
(how to do it), and opportunity (when it works). We view 
the framing of HCI deceit as a crime attractive in that it 
allows us to break apart the deception in a systematic way. 
Doing so allows us to contrast real crimes (the malevolent 
deceptions) from deceptive design decisions that aid the 
user. By framing deceit in these terms, we are better able to 
break apart the tensions in design that motivate and enable 
benevolent deception. We look more closely at each below.  

THE MOTIVE 
We begin by looking at the motive behind benevolent de-
ception in HCI, to understand why it happens and where 
best to use it. There are many tensions in user interfaces 
that emerge in the balancing that occurs among system ca-
pabilities, implementation, end-user expectations, values, 
and business demands. Any successful design, truthful or 
not, tries to find the sweet spot that balances these while 
providing value to the end-user. It is in the attempt to bridge 
the gaps among different demands that benevolent decep-
tion exists. For example, if either the system image or us-
er’s mental model [39] are not aligned with the design, the 
designer may resort to deception. This appears especially 
true when designs must create balance between maximizing 
the utility to the user and maximizing the benefit to the sys-
tem’s owner, while minimizing the risk to both parties. 

We broadly divide the gap in demands into four types: 1) 
where there is a gap between the user’s mental model and 
the underlying system model; 2) where the needs of an in-
dividual must be balanced with the needs of the group; 3) 
where a person must be protected from oneself; and 4) 
where meeting different conflicting design goals requires 
making compromises. These gaps, illustrated in Figure 2, 
are discussed farther below. We then look more closely at 
instances in which the motivation for the deception is not 
merely to benefit the end user but also the designer. 

 

Figure 2: Motives for Deception 



  

Mental Model vs. System Image 
The most common motivation for deception in HCI is the 
tension between what the user expects of a system and what 
the system can actually do, by any metric that can be ap-
plied to measure function (system uptime, latency, enter-
tainment measures, security, etc.) 

When the underlying system suffers from performance is-
sues, interface designers can hide this fact from the end-
users through deception. The phone call routing system 
described in the introduction (1ESS) illustrates how failure 
in connecting two phone users is hidden by deceiving the 
callers into believing they had misdialed [41]. Netflix will 
invisibly switch from a personalized recommender system 
(a costly system based on personalized suggestions) to a 
simpler one based on popular movies when its servers fail 
or are overwhelmed. By maintaining the same visual expe-
rience, the user is unaware of the failure [12]. The designers 
of these systems prefer the deception to the disruption of 
the user’s experience. That said, whether the end-user truly 
appreciates these decisions is something that can and should 
be tested; if the deception does not ultimately benefit the 
end-user, it crosses from benevolent to malevolent. 

Deceptions can also hide uncertainty. Sometimes the sys-
tem designer simply does not know the system state (e.g., 
how long something will take). Rather than putting the bur-
den of this uncertainty on the user (by saying, for example, 
that “this operation will take between 10 and 20 minutes”), 
the designer may resort to estimating the time and project-
ing it back to the user as absolute truth (saying instead, that 
“this operation will take 15 minutes.”)  

In other situations the deception exists to guarantee a cer-
tain level of pleasure and entertainment. For example, com-
puter games employ a notion of artificial stupidity [55], in 
which the performance of a computer opponent is degraded 
to maximize the human player’s experience. A computer-
based player might hit a digital pool ball to leave the human 
player an opportunity to score or may leave an advanta-
geous move open in chess. This is a more complex and less 
accurate way to vary the computer opponent’s skill level 
than are other options (e.g., varying the accuracy of the 
artificial pool player or the depth searched in the min-max 
tree), but it increases people’s enjoyment of the game. 

Deception can also be used to increase people’s level of 
comfort with an interface. Heightening an interface’s an-
thropomorphic characteristics can lower the end-user’s dis-
comfort (e.g., by having a robot enact stylized human be-
haviors such as thinking [51]) and can increase the inter-
face’s credibility [15]. Such designs are purely artificial and 
often have no other purpose than to deceive the end-user. 
However, they can also help the user act in more predicta-
ble ways. For example, many speech and natural language 
systems benefit (in increased accuracy) from having the 
users believe they are speaking to a fellow human being 
because they speak more naturally [3,16].  

Finally, as many systems shift from mechanical to digital, 
maintain consistency requires deception. For example, an 
electric vehicle or electronic shutter camera may employ 
artificial noise reminiscent of that generated by the mechan-
ical system to remain consistent with the end-users expecta-
tions. This form of path dependence or backwards compati-
bility is frequently cited as a reason for skeuomorphic de-
sign elements [56], though they also exist for stylistic rea-
sons or to drive the feeling of comfort in the known.  

Individual vs. Group 
In systems in which there are many end-users, designers 
may employ deception to balance the needs of the individu-
al with those of the group. For example, with limited re-
sources and a line of waiting end-users, deception may be 
used to move people through the line without negatively 
affecting the individual’s experience. Disney does this by 
employing techniques to provide the sensation of control in 
virtual reality spaces while still nudging individuals through 
a constrained path: producing salient features (called “wee-
nies” in Disney-speak) such as far-off battles to drive mo-
tion in a certain direction and employing virtual characters 
to bump a user along (while appearing accidental) [36]. 

Some systems used by groups have explicit security re-
quirements, as is the case with shared private information. 
Here the designer may obscure information (e.g., by not 
disclosing whether the username or password are incorrect 
in a login screen) or provide fake information to hide real 
data (e.g., by adding noise to search results, as is done by 
statistical databases [1]). Search engines frequently treat 
users as both clients and adversaries. They provide their 
users with links to good sites, while protecting against 
search engine optimizers who want to increase result rank. 
By hiding and dynamically changing key features of the 
ranking algorithms, the search engine can serve the need of 
the user while not falling victim to attacks. 

Individual vs. Self 
Perhaps the most ethically fraught type of deception at-
tempts to protect the users from themselves. In these cases, 
the users’ goals (e.g., rehabilitating use of their arms) are in 
conflict with their behavior (e.g., lack of attempts at more 
difficult exercises). Likewise, designs can increase safety 
and help users avoid mistakes, such as by not deleting a file 
when the user moves it into the trash.  

In other situations, an end-user who is not cognitively able 
to utilize an interface is “handled” through deceptive means 
via a form of paternalistic deception. A physical-world ex-
ample illustrates this well. In the town of Düsseldorf, a fake 
bus stop was set up next to a senior center as a “honey trap” 
for Alzheimer’s patients leaving the facility who would sit 
at the stop instead of getting lost [18]. 

Design Goal vs. Design Goal 
Deception can also arise from trying to satisfy design prin-
ciples. The literature on HCI is filled with rules and sugges-



  

tions about how interfaces should be built. At times, these 
rules necessitate deception that provides users with better 
experiences. The principle of least astonishment is occa-
sionally satisfied through the use of deceit. Hiding com-
plexity and providing metaphors may reduce the learning 
curve and increase adoption of an interface.  

In situations in which two design rules conflict, the designer 
may resort to deception as a way to mitigate the conflict. 
For example, one should build a system to “fail gracefully” 
but not to “fail silently.” In some cases, however, failing 
gracefully is failing silently and allowing the user to con-
tinue. When this happens, it may be appropriate to deceive 
the user about the existence of the failure. 

Mixed Motive Deceptions 
As alluded to earlier, even benevolent deceptions rarely 
serve the end-user exclusively. The engineer of the decep-
tion frequently benefits as well. For example, developers of 
a product generally make tradeoffs between resources dedi-
cated to building the product and user needs. As money-
making enterprises, providing illusions to the user may 
culminate in real profit to the developer.  

The literature on theme park and casino design are filled 
with examples of this. The theme park lines are especially 
demonstrative. While increasing enjoyment to individual 
users (entertaining experiences are provided during the 
wait, and wait times are overestimated), the lines serve a 
secondary purpose of allowing the park owner to serve 
many visitors without requiring costly additions [34, 49].  

In casinos, confusing maze-like paths with no easy way out 
and the illusion of small secluded spaces are created by 
manipulating architectural elements and encourage users to 
stay and spend money [20]. Recorded coin noises produced 
by slot machines are played back to put gamblers into the 
“zone” (i.e., the machines constantly make noises as if 
someone has won) [48]. These deceptions are clearly de-
signed to optimize the guest’s experience but serve the ca-
sino equally by parting the guests from their money. 

It is easy to forget that most systems are designed to be 
used more than once and more importantly, to be sold at a 
profit (this release, and the next). When running into lim-
ited time or other resources there is certainly a temptation to 
use deception.  Both the 1ESS, which does not report fail-
ure, and the placebo thermostat, stop complaints and prod-

uct defections and are at least partially motivated by the 
benefit to the developer.  

Implications for Research 
While we have outlined the various tensions that might mo-
tivate deception, in many cases the actual motives are con-
jectures on our part. Very little research that we are aware 
of explicitly broaches this topic with designers (what moti-
vates them to build deceptions) or users (their perceptions 
of motivations and how that affects their experience). A 
combination of experimental and ethnographic work may 
serve to clarify these issues. 

While many of our examples assume a known “truth,” it is 
worth acknowledging that this is a simplification of a com-
plex epistemological question. In many situations the de-
signer may themselves be unaware of the absolute truth 
(e.g., a noisy sensor or progress being reported to an end-
user). Thus, belief about truth, and truth itself, are highly 
nuanced concepts that can and should be further explored in 
understanding deception. It is also important to recognize 
and study how deception cascades when designers them-
selves are deceived (e.g., when the designer is the target of 
benevolent deception). 

THE MEANS 
Having discussed reasons benevolent deception might exist 
in HCI and why researchers and practitioners might choose 
to use it, we now consider the means by which this decep-
tion is enacted. As shown in Figure 3, we categorize three 
forms by their targets: 1) deception around what the system 
is doing (system image deceptions); 2) deceptions specifi-
cally targeted at the interactions between user and system 
(behavior deceptions); and 3) deceptions that manipulate 
the users perceptions of the system (mental model decep-
tions). However, deception need not, and in many cases 
cannot, be isolated into only one of these categories.  

System Image Deceptions 
As discussed earlier, when the behavior of an underlying 
system does not match desired objectives, a designer might 
be motived to manipulate how this information is presented. 
The deception is in the difference between what the system 
is actually doing and what is conveyed to the end user. The 
means by which this occurs can take two forms: deception 
about what the system is doing (function), and deception 
about what the system can do (capability). 

Functional deception frequently reflects incorrect perfor-
mance information to the user. A common example is the 
progress bar that smooths, averages, or guesses the actual 
progress of the system. Functional deception can also mask 
performance delays, leading users to believe that their ac-
tions create an immediate response even when they do not 
[25]. For example, queues are generally designed to hold 
data before it is committed to some service. Print, network, 
mail, or file queues frequently create the illusion of imme-
diate action, when in fact processing is still happening. 

 

Figure 3: Means of Deception 



  

Statistical databases [1] also employ this type of deception 
by only answering queries through aggregate, overly gen-
eral, or fuzzy responses thus preventing the user from find-
ing the exact data (or even knowing that it exists).  

Systems might also be designed to falsely imply the source 
failure and success. Without preconceptions or specific 
knowledge, a user is more likely to blame the browser for a 
failure that occurs while visiting a webpage than the operat-
ing system, and to blame the operating system before the 
computer manufacturer. Deceit about the source of a failure 
or a success is easy when systems are layered because users 
typically attribute blame to the level most proximal to 
themselves. The individual programmer of any component, 
however, is generally never blamed for anything [43]. 

In contrast to functional deceptions, capability-based de-
ceptions imply something about what the system can do. 
Often this is done by switching between two systems with-
out telling the user which one is active. The earlier example 
of how Netflix falls back to a simpler system during periods 
of high load illustrates this type of deception. Users are 
unaware of the loss of capabilities when this happens. Simi-
larly, we know of a small vertical search engine designed to 
search source code that hard-codes the results to certain 
popular “initial” queries (e.g., “java”) rather than perform 
dynamic searches. This is done because while these queries 
are a popular initial “test” queries for users unfamiliar with 
the system, they are not handled well by the system, nor are 
they representative of the real workload.  For this reason, 
static, manually-crafted result pages, provide high-quality 
answers, helping users get over the hump of first use. 

Sandboxing is functional deceit in which a designer creates 
a secondary system that behaves differently from the real 
system. For example, the Windows Vista Speech Tutorial is 
designed to provide the illusion that the user is making use 
of the real speech recognition system. In reality, a “safe” 
version of the environment has been created for the user 
that is programmed to be less sensitive to mistakes [57]. 
Wizard-of-Oz studies fall into this category by allowing the 
users to believe they are using one system (a working im-
plementation), but are in fact playing in a human-driven, 
semi-functional sandbox (though notably such studies fre-
quently include a debriefing that reveals the truth) [16]. 

While over representing performance and capabilities might 
be natural, one may wonder about “modest” systems that 
under-represent their abilities. Such systems emerge to 
manage user expectations or when safety is an issue. For 
example, service-based industries (e.g., network, database, 
server farms, etc.) are fined for not meeting Service Level 
Agreements. Creating a false impression of available capa-
bilities and consistent performance by throttling back the 
system is more desirable in that users see constant perfor-
mance and do not come to expect inconsistently obtainable 
behaviors. Systems in which safety is a concern may also 
mislead by using conservative estimates and readings (bi-
ased away from the true expected values). 

The Time-Sensitive Object Model [10] is an example of a 
combined performance/sandbox deceit. The system, intend-
ed to handle real time data (e.g., from a radar system), had 
multiple modes of data processing. The first is the presenta-
tion of actual real-time data whereas the second extrapo-
lates the value of that data. Similar techniques are applied 
in modern streaming database applications in which data is 
dropped if the system becomes overloaded. Thus, the illu-
sion of real-time data processing is maintained by hiding 
data and performance failures. 

System designers might also wish to present a false impres-
sion of the complexity of a certain interface. The Coinstar 
company (a manufacturer of coin-counting kiosks found in 
supermarkets) is rumored to slow down change counting as 
users were uncomfortable with their money being so quick-
ly processed [6]. In a system built by one of the authors, a 
security theater was built into the interface. The system was 
designed to allow users to negotiate for a price using PDAs. 
The two participants would enter their real asking/offering 
prices and the system would decide whether a deal was 
possible (without giving away the prices). Though the par-
ticular zero-knowledge protocol was complex and highly 
secure in the cryptographic sense, it was nonetheless nearly 
instantaneous and disconcerting for the user (there was no 
“feeling” that the system was secure). An illusion of com-
plexity was generated by using a slow loop whose only 
purpose was to replace each entered character with a “*,” 
gradually covering the full text box. 

Behavioral Deceptions 
A user’s interaction with a system is mediated by percep-
tion, attention, comprehension, prior knowledge, beliefs, 
and other cognitive activity. From these, a second class of 
HCI deceits emerge that take advantage of, and occasional-
ly “fix,” the physical, sensory, and psychological limits, 
capabilities, and learned behaviors of the user.  

All users have physical and sensory limits that influence 
their ability to interact. Whether it is in response to limits of 
perceptions (e.g., color or distance) or resolution (e.g., Fitt’s 
Law), interfaces include deceptive features that attempt to 
make a user feel more successful. A drop-down menu bar, 
for example, is programmed not to roll back as soon as the 
user moves one pixel out of the box. Such practices hide the 
users’ limits from themselves in situations in which the 
system has perfect sensing but also work well for inaccurate 
sensors (e.g., certain Nintendo Wii games that give the user 
“the benefit of the doubt”).  

Both theme park and interface designers have some under-
standing of the limits of a user’s power of observation (no 
one can see through a wall.) Thus, while attention to detail 
is frequently respected to maintain an illusion, things that 
are not observed by the user are frequently messy or cheap. 
The developers of the therapy robot, described earlier, took 
advantage of the perceptual limits of users in a different 
way. By making use of just-noticeable differences (JNDs), 
developers can create the illusion that an action has, or has 



  

not, been influenced. The graphics community frequently 
uses optical illusions, perspective tricks, and cinemato-
graphic techniques to force the user to see something that is 
not there or to ignore something that is. For example, a pur-
posefully blurred image creates the illusion of movement, 
and only changing a scene when a user’s vision is disrupted 
can make for smoother rendering (i.e., change blindness) 
[11]. Blindness to change and memory limits may also be 
used in non-graphic systems, for example, to replace old 
unused search results with better answers [53]. 

Systems can be designed to include showmanship [54], eye-
candy, weenies [36], drivers [20], or chocolate [41] to cov-
er mistakes. Regardless of the name, the common feature is 
that users can be manipulated by distractions into belief or 
behavior. Image processing systems, because of computa-
tional costs and delays, have often made use of this type of 
deceit. One of the earliest discussions on “placebo” design 
comes from a graphics system in which a slow-loading im-
age was tiled, slowly appearing on screen, to provide the 
sensation of action and availability [26].  

A wide spectrum of psychological limits, misperceptions, 
and fallacies can also be used to deceive. Magicians in par-
ticular understand such limits, and the application of their 
ideas in HCI are discussed extensively in [54]. Psychologi-
cal deceits might also include manipulations based on at-
tractiveness. Aesthetically pleasing designs and faces (e.g., 
avatars) elicit a more positive response (independent of 
function) [52]. Psychological deceits based on economic 
ideas can also be used to motivate behavior (e.g., whether 
an action is described in terms of risk or gain, the illusion of 
scarcity, sunk cost fallacy, and relative memories [9]). 

Another interesting form of deceit is based on social-
psychology, which bridges the gap between behavior and 
mental model. The tendency to anthropomorphize the com-
puter may lead users to interact with computers as if it they 
are real people. Leveraging this belief can help system de-
signers build heuristics and features into their system (see 
sidebar). The Grunt system [46], for example, implies the 
capability of speech recognition to the user but in fact simp-
ly works on non-verbal analysis (e.g., utterance length, 
pitch, etc.). While the system is quite good at understanding 
these non-verbal signals, it would be difficult to ask the 
user to make them. Rather, it is better for the user to more 
naturally address the system as if it were human. 

Similarly, the Phone Slave system [46] made use of “ritual-
ized interactions” by priming the user to talk to an automat-
ed agent as if it were a human. By asking leading questions 
the system forced behavior and consequently did not need 
to have any real speech recognition. The designer noted that 
“although we are not trying to deliberately mislead the call-
er, the illusion of intelligence, either the assumption that 
one is talking to a human or that one is talking to a very 
clever machine certainly aids the interaction”  

Mental Model Deceptions 
In many situations designers would like to control the us-
er’s Mental Model of the system. In some ways this is the 
exact opposite of the system image deceptions. Rather than 
bringing the image more in line with what the user expects, 
mental model deceptions seek to bring the users expecta-
tions more in line with what the system is or can do. 

One method for achieving this is through the use of meta-
phors. The designer implies or misleads the user into be-
lieving that something works as the metaphor that is de-
scribing this item does. Metaphors are rarely acknowledged 
as deception, but naturally fall into the role by creating the 
scaffolding that holds the mental model in relation to the 
system image. Metaphors may not be intentional deception 
but may nonetheless deceive as, “[they] are basically devic-
es for understanding and have little to do with objective 
reality, if there is such a thing.” [31] 

While popular in HCI for their ability to map the unfamiliar 
to the known, metaphors have been noted by some to “be-
come like a lie…more and more things have to be added to 
[them]” [38]. Kay instead proposes that where metaphor 
ends, magic should begin, so that a “user illusion” may be 
created [28]. This shift potentially replaces one form of 
deceit—in which we repackage one system as another—
with a deceit in which we invent new characteristics that 
reshape the mental model in other ways (the internal guts of 
a file system are not like a desktop, magic, or otherwise.) 

Other designers have embraced the idea of the metaphor 
and encourage the maintenance of these mappings even 
though they are a myth [45] often by adding skeumorphs. 
Skype phone calls interject fake static noise, in part because 
users do not like silence (they think the call dropped). 
However, the particular choice of noise (the static of a tra-
ditional phone systems) maintains an artificial connection 
between how Skype and traditional phone calls function.  

A physical camera shutter being replaced by a digital one or 
a gas-powered engine replaced with an electric one have led 
designers to integrate fake sounds (a physical shutter or 
engine noise). Interestingly, in the transition from “physi-
cal” to “digital” systems, what was real now becomes the 
metaphor. It is here when a metaphor can most obviously 
be seen as a deception in that users will treat the interface 
differently because they believe that the new object has the 
same limitations or capabilities as does the old one. For 
example, a digital camera designer can use any noise for the 
shutter (a clown honking its nose), but often play a record-
ing of a physical shutter. Thus, the user—not knowing 
much about what is happening inside—may believe that the 
device they are holding is somehow mechanical and will 
treat it differently. 

As noted above, many systems encourage the tendency to-
wards anthropomorphism of the computer. Studies on add-
ing personality and realism to computers encourage this 
type of deceit (e.g., [15]), and the theme park idea of “illu-
sion of life” is also applied in computer systems. In a par-



  

ticularly sophisticated example, the designers of CrossTalk 
break the fourth wall and [29] employed the idea of role 
and meta-role to, “make the user feel that characters are 
alive.” Because users today believe that all behavior is pro-
grammed, they are less likely to believe that the “puppet” 
they are interacting with is real. The designers instead had 
the computerized agent tell the end-user that they were ac-
tors (the meta-role) playing roles. Thus, while not “be-
liev[ing] in the role being real, [the user was ‘tricked’] into 
believing the meta-role is real” and adding to the authentic 
experience of the entire performance. 

Implications for Research 
The categories we have identified as the means for decep-
tion are quite broad. More critically, little has been done to 
understand them in the frame of deception. Additional ex-
ploration and comparison between truthful and deceptive 
interfaces will likely be of use to practitioners in deciding 
how best to address system gaps and in the construction of 
reusable design patterns for benevolent deception. Design-
ing experimental methodology for testing the objective 
costs/benefits (and subjective impressions) of a truthful 
interface in relation to its deceptive instantiation, would be 
highly beneficial to the community.  

THE OPPORTUNITY 
Given a motive and means, there are at least two possible 
opportunities for successful benevolent deceit in HCI: 1) 
when a user wants to be deceived; and 2) when a user will 
not be able to tell the truth from the deception. Though 
these may appear obvious, it is not always easy to find op-
portunities where deceit will not backfire. 

Users sometimes possess “willing suspension of disbelief.” 
In such situations, the user would like—consciously or un-
consciously—to experience something beyond the capabili-
ties of the medium (e.g., reality in a virtual reality space, 
simplicity in a complex space, control in an uncontrolled 
environment, etc.). The game designers for the popular quiz 
game You Don’t Know Jack  have pointed out that the user 
will spend a few minutes trying to identify the conversa-
tional limits of the game’s AI but will rapidly become bored 
of this and again suspend disbelief to enjoy the game [23]. 
In these instances, the user accepts, and may even demand, 
deceit over truth. Furthermore, by encouraging a “relation-
ship” between the user and computer, end-users are suscep-
tible to truth bias (perceiving the computer as truthful) [50] 
thus allowing for further deception. 

When a user does not want to be deceived, but the design-
er/programmer is motivated to deceive, opportunities pre-
sent themselves in uncertainty. When the user is uncertain 
about which state the system is in (e.g., cannot build an 
adequate mental model of the system), or the difference 
between multiple states, there is an opportunity for deceit. 
For example, such opportunities exist in cases in which the 
user can’t tell the source of the failure (the 1ESS example) 
or the impact of their actions (the “placebo” buttons). 

However, there is a distinction between “successful” and 
benevolent deception. While each is necessary for use in 
HCI settings, neither alone is sufficient. We have pointed 
out that deceit can be useful to various parties, i.e. compa-
nies, developers, etc., but choose to assume in this discus-
sion that designers have an altruistic bent (if sometimes 
hidden) and the ultimate aim is to make their systems useful 
to the end-user. In fact, aiming for this tends to benefit all 
parties, and it is the approach we recommend. 

Getting Caught 
Thus far, we have ignored one principle issue with deceit, 
namely that there is a difference between being deceived 
and realizing that we have indeed been deceived. Just as in 
human-human interactions, there is an inevitable cost to 
being “caught.” The programmed price-discrimination by 
Amazon’s or perceived discrimination [30] of Mac users on 
Orbitz elicited strong reactions by users who felt they were 
being deceived about the price of items [35]. The Orbitz 
example is especially interesting, as the deception was ac-
tually a form of personalization: Mac users tend to stay in 
luxury hotels, so these hotels were listed first (intended as 
benevolent). Unfortunately, luxury hotels are more expen-
sive, and this felt like discrimination to Mac users.  

A user who has been trained to click on error boxes to dis-
miss them may be misled into clicking on an advertise-
ment—to her irritation. A user who has been made confi-
dent by a simulator or emulator, basic sandbox type deceits, 
may find her life threatened when using the real system 
[27]. Though generally not in the terms of deception, there 
is a great deal of discourse on trust (e.g., [21]) and credibil-
ity (e.g., [22]) in HCI environments. The damage to trust 
through revelation must be carefully evaluated. 

When deceits are not carefully crafted and users get con-
fused, they often have to “go under the hood” (i.e., try to 
figure out the system model) to proceed with their task. 
This usually leads to massive failure, as debugging is ex-
tremely difficult once the user’s view of the system has 
been intentionally manipulated. 

Not Getting Caught 
Inter-human deception has some fundamental differences 
from computer-to-human deception. Computer interfaces, 
APIs and GUIs, encourage abstraction barriers around 
complex internal machinery. Unlike communication be-
tween two humans, users are less likely to be able to place 
themselves in the “mindset” of the system as they would 
with another human and are therefore less likely to detect 
deceit. Additionally, interfaces tend to be designed for con-
sistency, foiling one of the primary mechanisms by which 
humans detect deceit among themselves. On the other hand, 
deceit requires careful adaptation and planning—something 
programs are generally not very good at (e.g., when a meta-
phor breaks in some unexpected way). When considering 
implementing a deceit, it is worth building with these dif-
ferences in mind. It is also important to consider the impact 



  

of not being caught in the long run. A user may come to 
rely on a deceit and become unwilling or unable to adapt to 
new and better interfaces. Once created, many deceits re-
quire commitment, forcing a quick “hack” to become a 
permanent solution. 

Implications for Research 
While various results on trust and psychology (and physiol-
ogy) exist (the literature on magic is highly informative), 
the lack of integration into the deception frame makes it 
difficult to understand whether a deception is detectable or 
desirable. While we have many metrics for determining 
efficiency, preference, and accuracy, no metric will tell us 
“how much a user wants to be deceived” or as a measure of 
“how much the user can be deceived.” In addition, decep-
tion in HCI may function very differently in different cul-
tures. There is likely a difference in the tolerance, accepta-
bility, and detectability of deception in different countries. 

CONSTRUCTION OF DECEPTION AND ETHICS 
Understanding the different means, motives, and opportuni-
ties can be used as ingredients for designed deceit (see Fig-
ure 4). However, as we note above, there is a difference 
between blind application and thoughtful design of benevo-
lent deceptions. Ideally, deceit would be considered early in 
the design process and in the context of all stakeholders, 
rather than as an attempt to patch a mistake. Additional 
research is vital here to inform practitioners of nuances of 
designed deception. When a benevolent deception is well-
crafted and encompasses desired critical functionality, users 
typically benefit. However, when users need to look behind 
the deception to perform their tasks, results are sometimes 
catastrophic, as users are not usually equipped to debug the 
system that has been intentionally hidden from view. 

Ethical Considerations 
While we have addressed some of the ethical issues around 
deception, it is worth returning to this once again. An im-
portant step is understanding our motivations, as designers 
or researchers, for creating the deceit. Though we have 
listed potential motives, it is important to acknowledge that 
many are simply rationalizations that require careful analy-
sis. We clearly do not endorse dogmatic views of deceit 
(always good or always bad). However, as argued by Bok 
[5] in the case of lying, we believe that given the negative 
impacts of deceit it is worth considering all possible truthful 
alternatives (a step 0). Again, this is an area ripe for re-
search and exploration. While the ethics of deception of 
certainly have been studied in many other disciplines (phi-
losophy, law, etc.) they are relatively untouched in HCI.  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this paper we have we have provided an alternative view 
of system and interface design and the use of benevolent 
deception to influence user behavior. From the perspective 
of practice, while we obviously do not advocate blindly 
resorting to deceit in all instances, we believe that a) de-

signers do this all the time without realizing it, and b) there 
are opportunities in benevolent deception for improving our 
understanding and ability to craft useful systems. Deceit is a 
frequently used, but rarely designed, feature in HCI. We 
attempt to provide preliminary guidance on design princi-
ples that emerge from the descriptive model we present, but 
as with any good set of principles, we believe this requires 
deeper discussion and continued iteration within the com-
munity. The purpose of this paper is to propose a backbone 
for such discussion, shed light on the issues, and provide a 
starting point for such discussion. 

From the perspective of research, we hope this paper in-
spires both discussion and further research of benevolent 
deception. At the very least we believe that it is vital to stop 
treating deception as taboo. By failing to discuss deception 
in those terms, it becomes difficult to fully understand the 
impact on the users and their experiences of the system. We 
have outlined a set of research questions throughout the 
paper that we believe are worthy of pursuit: understanding 
motives for deception; the user’s perception of motive; pat-
terns of deception; measures of effectiveness of deception; 
and cultural and ethical concerns.  

Armed with this information, both designers and research-
ers alike will, we hope, be inspired to understand and to use 
deceptions for good committing these “crimes of decep-
tion” for rather than against users.  
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